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OM GANESHAYA NAMAHA 

SOUL TRAVEL 

Honourable Human, 

Namaste, Kindly open my website www.mout.co.in, read every page contents & 

download attachments.  

 

Namaste. In 1995 or 1996 I noticed with BBC, Deccan Chronicle daily 

newspaper and Swathi Telugu weekly about Honourable Mr. X, professor (I forgot the 

name) took dinner in White House with Honourable President of U.S.A. for his 

Doctorate Master’s Degree on Souls. Inspired by him and amended his methods 

implemented and done Soul Travel. I found these details. 

� The almighty GOD is a huge dazzling light, in a huge cave in air. If we go near one 

message comes “go back, do good works”. 

� Every Species has Souls. 

� Souls have time sense. 

� Human Souls are 3 types. 

� Grade 1
st
 – having golden yellow coloured body, wearing single dazzling white 

cloth from right to left on body. Body sized 2 and half above present physical 

body, body also giving light, giving shock to another grade Souls. 

� Grade 2
nd
 – having white body, wearing white clothes with giving light, size same 

to present physical body. Sometimes converts as snow fog and transfers their 

feelings, thoughts and desires as waves in to living human with Centre point of 

Skull. 

� Grade 3
rd
 – having air layered body, having same size to present physical body. 

Always try to communicate themselves with their language (like speed audio 

dubbing) with other grade Souls. 

� Souls travel with 2 speeds. One is 1.7 km/sec. another is unknown speed Wave, after 

conversion of single wave. 

� Souls travel usually 150 metres height. 

We come out from our physical body, and surprising after saw our physical body 

- besides us. We stood left side head, of our physical body and we move up after 6 

seconds, like helium gas small balloon slowly and reaches 150-meter height. Stands in 

the Air with few minutes and Starts the travel. Some Air layered Souls rounded us to 

communicate. Souls travel in Death: sometimes – head up, head down, sometimes 

rotating from right to left on sleeping position. Sometimes travel nearer to Earth. Lastly 

Soul stands on a small rock on a greenish mountain with small plants with yellow 

flowers rounded Snow Mountains.  Sudden appears Huge Cave nearer to us on the Air. 

Enters into cave, our body light shows the way. The way first up, later distance pass, 

turns left, some distance later small white river flows from right to left, after dipped out, 

some distance later we saw dazzling light with long distance. If we move nearer, stand in 

front of huge dazzling milky light, some time passes after, one female voice message 

comes from our left side, “go back, do good works”. We turn right, come back with run, 

behind that cave swallow self with speedily, jumps out from cave, we reach rock with 2 

jumps. After crossing rock, we are converts into single wave, and come back into our 

body. This is my practical experience in to Death. I travelled 240 degrees on my home 

place of KHAMMAM. I took 6 hours to come back and me spender nearly 2 hours in 

that cave.  Here are graph details:  
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I started Soul travel at 11:30 pm in my Home, after some travel I reached Desert at 2 

pm and done some observation, then I thought “Its Enough,” then I turned right side & 

done travel and reached Greenish Mountain at 5:30 pm. 

14 ½ hours + 3 ½ hour = 18 hours’ time => 4 hour (6 hrs-2hrs) 

4 hrs => Actual Time travel 

6 hrs => Total Time travel 

2 hrs => Spender in cave time 

A = Khammam (my home place), B = Desert (Arid): Argentina - South America 

C = Greenish Mountain with rounded high snow mountains: Lima – Peru – S.America 

CA = Soul single wave speed travel                                           Angle of degrees = 115  

Scale: Telugu Language Oxford School Atlas in page no: 70 on climate regions. 

      1 cm = 2050000 meter = 2050 km  

9.5 cm * 2050 km = 19475 km            S = Distance / Time       S =?    D = 24600 km 

2.5 cm * 2050 km =   5125 km            T = 4 hrs = 240 minute = 14400 seconds 

                                 -------------           24600 / 4 = 6150 km/hr = 102.5 km/minute  
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                                  24600 km                                                  = 1.7 km/sec 

 

 

1. I calculated height of 150 meter, based on in front of my home factory chimney. 

2. I calculated A, B and C, based on observation atmosphere and Sun position in the 

Soul travel. 

I would like to know:  

� 3 type Souls are fixed or not, they were interchanging or not? Then how? 

� 2
nd
 speed of Soul wave and how it converts. 

� People before doing Soul travel must prepare themselves for comeback. Otherwise 

“No Life”. 

 

Souls travel procedure of Mr. X, professor method. 

� Kept the place premises silent, clean and dark. 

� Do the head bath. After bath dry hairs, ware fresh apparels. If possible kept the 

place with good fragrance. 

� Sleep on the bed or on any material (to reduce earth gravity) (use pillow for 

comfort) in the place, face should keep up (Our face looks the roof or sky). Close the 

eyes. 

� Hands up slowly and keep the palms rear side to see the head with vertically (90 

degrees).  

� Breathe slowly and kept mind blank without any thoughts. Give autosuggestions to 

you with “my body becoming light, I am leaving this body.” After sometime later 

your hands automatically fell down slowly. Sometime later appears 

dark, later sometime passes appear One Pink colour “Chakra” like 

shown (I don’t know perfectly number of leaves, may be 6 to 16 

leaves) appears with few seconds. After sometime later our Soul 

comes out from our physical body and stands nearer our physical 

body head side with 6 seconds and flies slowly like a Helium gas 

balloon. After reaching 150 metre height stands for few minutes, 

then some Grade 3
rd
 Souls come and around you and tries to catch you and try to 

communicate with you. Later you can travel 240 degrees on the earth. 

 

This is the Soul travel or Death.  

Thank you Sir & Madam. 

Jai Hind.  

Yours obediently simple & ordinary human 

 

(ANIL KUMAR.  MEKALA) 

anilkumar2305@gmail.com, anilkumar23051@skype.com & Mobile: WhatsApp +91 

9440350519, Jio +91 8919862342. 
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H. No: 5-3-59, Lalitha Nilayam, Road no 4, 16
th
 Ward, Pakabanda bazar, KHAMMAM, 

Telangana, INDIA. PIN CODE: 507 001 


